## Model 1600 Series II Water Wheel Planter

**1600**.......................... 3-Point Planter*.......................................................... 1,100 lb. Shipping Weight $2,650.00

**1600T**.......................... 3-Point & Trailer Combination........................................ 1,200 lb. Ship Wt $2,950.00

**1600-3ROW**............... Model 1600 Three Row Machine with flex hitch Tool Bar $10,600.00

**1600-TBO**............. 18' x 6' x 6' Tool Bar ONLY for 3-Row Model 1600 $2,650.00

### Optional Attachments

- **390** .................................. Top Rack Behind Tanks .................................................. $ 120.00
- **390B** .............................. Wider Racks For Styrofoam Trays .......................... $ 175.00
- **379C** .................................. Side Ladder .......................................................... $ 90.00
- **340B** .............................. 3rd or 4th seat with double tray shelf ................... each $ 260.00
- **327A** .................................. 3rd & 4th Wheel Plumbing .................................. $ 55.00
- **384A** .................................. Trailer Hitch Kit Upgrade For 3-Point Planter ....... $ 340.00

*One Standard Wheel of your choice Included*

### Model 1200 Water Wheel Planter

**1200**.......................... 3-Point Planter*.......................................................... 675 lb. Shipping Weight $1,850.00

**1200T**.......................... 3-Point & Trailer Combination ........................................ 750 lb. Shipping Wt $2,050.00

### Optional Attachments

- **TT1200** .......... Top Rack Between Tanks................................................................. $ 105.00
- **850C** ............. Trailer Hitch Kit Upgrade For 3-Point Planter ................................ $ 210.00

*One Standard Wheel of your choice Included*

## Planting Wheels for Above Planters

### Planting Wheels With Spikes Welded in Place

**Part #355** (Specify Spacing)

**Planting Wheels With Spikes Welded in Place**

**Planting Wheels; 12”, 15”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 52”, 60”, 62”, 72” with C Spikes... 12” D Strawberry...** $ 135.00

Wheels not Standard Spacing or Spikes ............................................. $ 160.00

Wheel Spacing Under 12” .......................................................... $ 175.00

### Planting Wheels With Adjustable Spike Spacing & Size

*Order Snap-on Spikes Separate*

*Slight Below Based On “C” Spikes; May Vary If Larger or Smaller Spike Is Used*

**Super Wheel for Snap-On Spike #355-S24**

- Plant Spacing 8” 16” 22” 28” 40” 77”
- Number Of Spikes Per-Wheel 12 6 4 3 2 1

**Super Wheel for Snap-On Spike #355-S26**

- Plant Spacing 6” 12” 17” 31” 45” 86”
- Number Of Spikes Per-Wheel 18 9 6 3 2 1

**Super Wheel for Snap-On Spike #355-S30**

- Plant Spacing 5” 10” 14” 19” 27” 35” 51” 98”
- Number Of Spikes Per-Wheel 24 12 8 6 4 3 2 1

*Extra Grommets Only #GROMMET................................................................. $ 0.58
Extra Snap Pins Only #239CLP.............................................................. $ 0.08

**Grommets Included Free With Each Super Wheel!!**

Also includes free snap pins to secure spikes if any trouble is experienced with the spikes popping out because of rocks, etc.

### Planter Wheel Sizes

- **A** 3” Pots #392A/ $9.00
- **B** 2½” Pots #392B/ $8.00
- **C** *Standard* 50 to 72 Count tray #392C/ $4.50
- **D** 72 to 96 Count tray #392D/ $4.50
- **E** 96 to 128 Count tray #392E/ $4.50
- **F** 2½” 1½” 1” #239CLP

Seeds

Welded wheels only: Not available with super wheels.